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Protesters Call for War Criminal Henry Kissinger’s
Arrest; John McCain Threatens Them with Arrest…
... and calls them “low-life Scum”
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He’s a thug, and a crook, and a liar, and a pseudo-intellectual and a murderer. Ok? Those
things  are  factually  verifiable.  –  From  the  late  Christopher  Hitchens’  outstanding
interview:  Christopher  Hitchens’  Polemic  Against  Henry  Kissinger

John McCain  is  at  it  again.  Nothing gets  this  guy more riled  up than American plebs
questioning status quo war criminals. I suspect much of this anger is rooted in his own
legitimate fear about how history will remember his own legacy of remarkable stupidity.

Truly remarkable to see a Senator become so easily unhinged when protesters show up to
condemn Henry Kissinger. See for yourself:

For a related post on Crazy John McCain, see:

Incredible Tweets from John McCain on Libya and Syria from 2009 and 2011
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